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hey kaalus. as a devoted player, id just like to say how much i appreciate the game and your
monumental efforts to create it. it is truly an immersive experience. with the new update, 2.2, an
already great game is even greater. much more fun, much more realistic. i was sick of reading other
comments about people constantly asking for new (and rather overly ambitious) things, so on the off
chance you see this, i thought id thank you instead for the wonderful game at such a cheap price.
thanks for all the fun over the years kaalus, i sincerely hope you get more recognition. left a 5 star
review. it would be nice if there were basic, but uncommon natural disasters. like for example a
tornado, which would break light blocks into the item, then whirl them around at the projectile
speed. there could also be volcanoes in a certain type of biome, where there would be an explosion,
then lava would flow out. also seasons, as it would be really nice if biomes like the jungle or plains
would have tree leaves decay, then snow would come, even if it was just for the island terrain. and
putting chests on horses as it would be nice to have mobile storage, even if it slows the horse down.
and it would be nice for things like ruins to spawn occasionally. also a fever that could hit
occasionally that would go away after 6-7 days, but a salve or something like that could be made for
it, to help heal. these are things i think would enhance the survival experience. that would be useful.
i wish it was more like minecraft, and that you could make your own spawners to make your own
biomes. also i wish that it had a real time clock. and that you could make your own world. also it
would be nice if you could add a creeper and a zombie and a skeleton as mobs. also it would be nice
if the monsters were more visible. also if the zombies could break down light blocks, and the
skeletons could break down dark blocks. also you could put torches and other lighting items into my
body. and if you made a diamond pickaxe, it would be awesome if that diamond pickaxe was made
from diamond.
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you have made a great survival game and it has gotten a lot of attention. i have been playing this
game for a while now and i have to say that it has a lot of potential. but there is a lot of things that i
would like to see added to the game. one of the things i would like to see is to be able to create your

own objects. i would like to be able to make my own furniture. i would like to be able to make my
own fire block. i would like to be able to create my own items to decorate my house. i would also like

to be able to make my own beds. if you could add a block that adds 10% to health everytime the
player sleeps. that would make the game a lot more fun to play. i would like to be able to create my
own items. i would like to be able to make my own furniture. i would like to be able to create my own
fire block. i would like to be able to create my own items to decorate my house. i would also like to

be able to make my own beds. if you could add a block that adds 10% to health everytime the player
sleeps. that would make the game a lot more fun to play. one of the things i would like to see is to
be able to create your own objects. i would like to be able to make my own furniture. i would like to
be able to make my own fire block. i would like to be able to create my own items to decorate my
house. i would also like to be able to make my own beds. update it on the next update where you

can get villagers when you build like 3or more houses. and add dolphins dragons hoes and seeds to
plant crops add even leviathons humpback whales monkeys gorillas turtles frogs snakes lions tigers
elephants also make it where you can get cats and dogs and kittens and puppies also could you add

moose rabbits deer moles pandas also add new food like butter cream sugar mushrooms wheat
bread candy cake cheese grapes oranges apples peaches chicken and turkey plus could you also

animals like chickens turkeys sheep goats pigs plus could you also add mutton string vines lilypads
wool beds also could you add gold silver plus could you add armor and other islands plus books

paper maps and dragon saddles also could you add multiplayer on survivalcraft would you please
add these items kaalus. bye 5ec8ef588b
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